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Introduction
From Docks to Desktops was a project that developed out of conversations with elders
known to Bubble regarding the type of work that once dominated Bermondsey,
Rotherhithe and Deptford. Len Hatch, an ex-Docker who had been interviewed for
previous oral history project Grandchildren of the Blitz, spoke of the changes seen to
the area; the closure of the docks, migration of the factories, gentrification and redevelopment. Further conversations revealed that this was a story many people wanted
to explore – those that were there, and those who now lived in the area but were
unaware of its industrial and social history.
Dominating the area in question was the Surrey Commercial Docks Company,
specialising in timber and made up of warehouses and wharfs. It was one of London’s
10 dock companies covering 372 acres and the main employer of the working class of
the area. Connected to the docks were factories such as Peek Freans, Sarson’s
Vinegar, Crosse and Blackwell’s, Molins, Courage’s Brewery and tanneries.
From Docks to Desktops set out to explore the subject of work – not only the living
memories of working in these industries but also how the changes to those workplaces
have affected the community. 40 elders aged 60-96, were interviewed, most of them by
a child or young person accompanied by an adult. The interviewers ranged in age from
9 to 60. From these interviews would come 246 hours of recorded conversations,
transcriptions a website and a script.
On top of these interviews Bubble created opportunities for people to make non-verbal
contributions - images, or artefacts – to participate in workshops to demonstrate
movements or to recall smells or sounds generated by the factories. This “foraged”
material was shared with a wider audience, through a Roadshow, a dedicated website
and an education pack.
Finally, as a theatre company London Bubble are obviously interested in how these
stories can be told using theatre. Since developing Blackbirds (the show arising from
the Grandchildren of the Blitz project) Bubble has been exploring how specialist artists
and volunteers can work co-creatively to develop verbatim material into compelling
theatre, and how the process can enrich intergenerational understanding.
The show that emerged was performed at the old Peek Freans Biscuit Factory in
Bermondsey during November 2013. A total of 724 people attended the 8 performances
presented by an intergenerational cast of 30 local people.
I found it really moving, I loved the verbatim nature of the script, the ums and the ahs of
people who had been truly transcribed
Anonymous audience feedback gathered using Survey Monkey
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Breathing in
‘The research was an ongoing conversation within the community. We breathed in,
absorbed what we had found then breathed out – sharing what we had found with more
people, and then they had more to tell us. The conversation constantly grew.’1

To recruit both volunteers and story-tellers various methods were used. Claire Sexton
project coordinator visited community centres, older people’s groups, churches,
community events, book groups, the local history society and libraries. Social media
was used - facebook, do it.org.uk, posters and flyers.

Initial Flyer – by Emmi Design

To prepare the volunteers for the task of interviewing, Rib Davis from the Oral History
Society, delivered training on oral history techniques and a visit to the London
Docklands Museum was arranged. A research and steering group was assembled and
the first interviews were arranged.
The first recorded interview took place with Betty Baldry on the 24 th September 2012
Betty worked in a pen factory, working on various conveyor belts, assembling and
packing biros. This interview was then transcribed, checked and placed on the website.
The process and questions were reviewed and further interviews were organised. We
found the number of volunteers for both interviewing and being interviewed exceeded
expectation, and the content of the stories reached beyond the local area.
For example Tamara (30) and Edward (12) interviewed Pat Millington (81), a
Bermondsey resident, who had worked on oil rigs in Sheerness. While running his own
company supplying workmen for oil rigs Pat was diagnosed with glaucoma. Unable to
1

Jonathan Petherbridge – Project Director
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work Pat moved to Bermondsey and began working for Action for the Blind in Verney
Road. While there, Pat worked as a supervisor in a factory making stationery. Pat
explained the process of gluing boxes, files and document holders together; the smell of
the factory, the glue and the canteen. He told us what he enjoyed about his work and
what he didn’t, how his work made him feel, the tools he used and the movements he
learnt.

Some of the volunteer interviewers

The interviews ranged widely - Irene Thomas (84) was interviewed by Nina (40) and she
told us about Peek Freans, the Biscuit Factory and working in the offices from the age
of 14-58. She told how she started as a messenger, worked her way up to a wages
clerk, how she operated a comptometer but had refused to learn how to use a
computer.
Some interviews were conducted in groups, two interviews had to be conducted by
phone – one with a market trader, another with a man who worked on the Surrey
Commercial Docks but who now lives in Nottingham.
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Joan, June, Bert, and Doug interviewed by Shuan and Deshaye

John Tyler interviewed by Ariane

David Clark interviewed by Sally

We were particularly keen to collect non-verbal contributions to the project. As a theatre
company we are interested in images and aware of what can be evoked by sounds,
even smells. Without prompting we found that many of the story-tellers spoke of the
music that had been played in the workplace, and recalled the smells of the factories
and the tools and movements they had used.
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During the interviews people would try to convey the experience of leather making; the
smell of decaying animal skins, the stench of glue, cheeselets, the river. They would
sometimes feel inadequate when unable to find words to describe or explain the
experience.
In order to explore this further we held three workshops exploring sounds, smell and
physical actions (or muscle memories) Entitled Workers Playtime, The Whiffs and
Pongs of Bermondsey and If it’s a job worth doing, they took the form of a music
quiz/conversation, a smelling and mapping exercise, and a bring-and-show workshop.

The Whiffs and Pongs of Bermondsey

These workshops placed an emphasis on telling, learning and experiencing through
senses rather than language. When young Jody smelt the jar of leather she recoiled
and spluttered disbelieving such a smell could be produced. Mary Ripper who lived next
door to the leather factory also recalled and spluttered and was able to say ‘See, they’re
bad aren’t it, that’s what we used to smell all the time’. Jody having listened to Mary’s
story could imagine Mary sitting in her house smelling the putrid aroma of decaying
animals.
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If it’s a Job Worth Doing.

Placing language second to the senses also enabled elders with disabilities to take part,
contribute and have a rich experience. Pat Millington attended the three workshops
which essentially used sound, smell and touch. Although he could not see how the room
was laid out or what people were wearing he could partake in the activities. These
proved hugely popular, laid the basis for the Roadshow and added another layer to the
theatre-making.
At the beginning of the project we made a conscious decision to involve elders who
might be marginalised due to the ageing process. We worked with Time and Talents
Befriending Project, meeting and interviewing elders who were more isolated,Time and
Talents visually impaired and stroke clubs and the Alzheimers Ageing Well Cafe. We
believed the project should find different ways to engage and maintain relationships with
elders, and specifically hard-to-reach elders.
The workshops were valuable both to the theatre-making process and to the
participants. Having met during a workshop at Bubble the elders’ contact with other
people in their communities widened. Sylvie and Mary spoke of Mary’s shop and
delivering coal to Sylvie’s mother-in-law. Irene learnt how David Clark made shoes and
was fascinated by the skills and methods. She says she now understands why Jimmy
Choo shoes are so expensive !
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Worker’s playtime

The formal interviews continued for seven months, interspersed with the sensory
workshops and research in the local history library. A great deal was was being
gathered, we were now moving from the Breathing In stage to how we might
disseminate and explore the material.
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Breathing out
Once the interviews were underway we started to build a website that would work as a
living, breathing archive.
All interviews, both as audio files and written transcriptions, were posted on the website
alongside summaries of the workshops and events, pictures and videos. A blog
documenting the progress and process of the project was regularly updated including
contributions from volunteers and participants.
The website was also designed as an educational resource with an interactive map of
the local area annotated with symbols for factories, each containing pop-up information.
The research for the map was conducted by the Steering Group who advised on the
historical accuracy of the project. Locations of the factories were gathered during
workshops and outreach sessions.

Plotting factories for the digital industries map and the roadshow.

Having gathered a substantial amount of physical material – maps, smells, artefacts and
images - we then shared these at libraries, shopping centres and community events
using an interactive Roadshow. The Roadshow included a large map with factories
depicted and pictures; postcards of story-tellers and quotes from their interviews, factory
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fact sheets and pictures of the docks. We used the music from Worker’s Playtime and
The Whiffs and Pongs from the Bermondsey smells quiz. The roadshow has appeared
in 13 locations including the Blue Anchor Library, Deptford Lounge Library, at
Bermondsey Carnival, The Blue Market (Bermondsey’s high street) and during Bubble’s
Creativity and Wellbeing week. The Roadshow invites community members to take part
in the smells quiz, read about factories, listen to music and audios and tell us their
memories and family stories.

The Roadshow at the Burgess Park May 1st festival
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The Roadshow has also been used successfully when visiting targetted older people’s
groups.

Time and Talents Stroke Club

A visually impaired group
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In February 2013 we started exploring how the material that had been “foraged” might
be developed as a piece of theatre. We knew we would eventually be working with
writer Simon Startin (the author of Blackbirds – the play emerging from The
Grandchildren of the Blitz project), but before Simon joined the project we wanted the
volunteer participants to have first go at sorting and experimenting with the material.
Led by Creative Director, Jonathan Petherbridge, a group of up to 40 people aged
between 7 and 90, met weekly to explore how the testimonies, sounds, images and
physical memories might be staged. During these sessions the group created
characters, scenes, human conveyor belts and a crisp production-line as well as dock
and factory scenes. In early April, writer Simon Startin and designer Pip Nash started to
join workshops to see what had been made and engage in conversations with the cast.
It was decided the script should be constructed out of passages selected from the
interviews. This meant the words in the script would be those of the interviewees –
including hesitations and mistakes, unpolished by the writer or cast. Some of the
material would be played as audio recordings, the vast majority would be spoken by the
actors. Simon Startin then wrote a first draft, which was read by the volunteer
performers and feedback was given – Simon would eventually write 3 drafts and the
piece was truly “owned” by both writer and performers.
10 weeks later, as part of Bubble’s Creativity and Wellbeing week, the cast performed a
script-in-hand performance of the first 11 pages to a public audience of 80 people,
including some of the story-tellers, friends and family.
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At the end of the sharing, the audience were divided into groups and invited to give their
feedback. What they would like to see next? What did they enjoy? What could be
improved on?
This feedback was helpful and positive – invaluable really. This was really the point at
which everyone realised that the project would work as a performance piece.
‘Seeing the conveyor belt of Peek Freans took me back to working there.’
- Storyteller, who worked at Peek Freans
‘..having the elders in the audience who gave their stories of which we are
now performing has made me aware of a responsibility. A responsibility we
have as performers towards the elders and their stories.’
- Cast member

Script-in-hand sharing - June
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Creating the performance
Taking on board comments from the Sharing, the company worked throughout the
autumn on the remainder of the script. Meanwhile activity on the website, outings of the
Roadshow and Interviews all continued. It seemed that word-of-mouth, which had been
active from the beginning, had received added impetus from the script-in-hand sharing.
A venue was sought – and finally Workspace, joined the project as partners offering
generous space for a pop-up theatre in what had been the Twiglet room, at Peek
Freans – now called the Biscuit Factory.
Other artists now joined the project; Sound Designer, Ben Hauke; Movement Director,
Julia Voce; Lighting Designer Nao Ngai, and a volunteer crew were led by Francis
Watson and Vicky O’Neill.

Model Box presentation to cast

As rehearsals continued, the set and costumes were made, and plans were laid to fully
caption the performances, and to include one audio-described performance. The idea of
baking biscuits during the performance was also explored at this point.
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From Docks to Desktops the show, opened on the 15th November 2013. Over three
weekends the intergenerational company of 30 volunteer performers gave 8
performances to a combined audience of 724 people. In the following weeks, 18% of
the audience responded to a survey conducted using Survey Monkey, which indicated:
-

62% of the audience lived within 5 miles of the venue
43% had not attended a Bubble show before
20% of the audience were over 65
10% were under 16
8% were from an ethnic minority
8% considered themselves to be disabled.

Feedback was almost universally excellent.
‘I'm guessing there is not enough space to say why I loved this production. It was
beautiful in it's conception. So brilliant how you took real interviews and weaved
them together to make such a compelling piece of theatre. I loved loads....the staging,
the choreography, the simplicity (although technically difficult) the imagery....And I
believed everyone on that stage....I felt privileged to hear the words. I laughed, I cried
and I couldn't sleep when I got home. Well done.’
Anonymous audience feedback.
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Script and Education Pack
As with Grandchildren of the Blitz we approached Aurora Metro to publish the script –
this was sold at performances and made available in bookshops.
Alongside the performance an education pack, including a copy of the script, character
cards, a map and historic facts, was created following consultation with primary school
teachers. This is being distributed to primary schools in Southwark and teachers are
being invited to a Twilight workshop to explore how the pack might be deployed in a
classroom setting.
Future Plans
We are planning 3 follow up activities
1. Installing the show in a second venue and promoting a second run of
performances.
2. Convening a weekend conference on what we are now calling Vernacular
Theatre – ie made from local materials, by local people using local traditions.
3. Developing a new project exploring the community history of Health, Care and
Recreation in Bermondsey, Rotherhithe and Peckham.
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APPENDIX 1 Project Targets and Outputs

Category

Target

Total (to
date)

Percentage of target
achieved (to date)

Number of Interviews
conducted

20

40

200%

Number of Elders Interviewed

20

43

215%

40

39

97.5%

30 interviewers /
researchers
6 Steering Group
members

143

397%

43

37%

Number of Elders new to

Bubble
Number of Volunteers
Number of Volunteers new to

Bubble

20

Number of groups,
organisations and community
groups involved

No target set

23

N/A

Number of groups,
organisations and community
groups new to Bubble

No target set

17

N/A

Children & young people up
to 25
Adults

197*
Combined
audience
estimated at 800

Elders
Volunteer Hours

Intergenerational group

549*

Combined total 1236
= 154.5%

500*
418 days or 2926
hours
10 elders, 15
adults, 15
children & young
people = 40

1951.5

67%

47

117%

Number of Intergenerational
rehearsals

No target set

18

N/A

Number of workshops

3

3

100%

Number of D2D Roadshow
Events

4-8 small scale
performances

9

Total 11 =
137.5%

Number of performances

2
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APPENDIX 2: Extract from the Evaluation Report conducted by Imogen Slater
Imogen evaluated the first phase of the project (up to the script-in-hand performances in July
2013). Her full report, including a description of the methodology, is available on the London
Bubble website.
PARTICIPANT FEEDBACK
Participants involved developing the oral history material through rehearsals and performances
were asked to fill in a ‘Baseline Questionnaire’. (For more information see the full set of
questions and answers in the appendix). The participants were asked how they “heard about
the sessions, and why they chose to go along?” The following answers show that there is a
mixture of people who either already know the Bubble or are new to it, and for those that are
new they found out via a range of communication channels:
Friends/Email
Friends told me and it sounded fun
Word of mouth & Peth & website. To act on stage and have fun
I am a member of the Bubble and it’s a new project
Already volunteering
Member of Bubble
Heard from end of last term during the Christmas Presentation
Been there for years and I hear there was a new project and I was interested
Publicity
Bubble publicity
Volunteering on the oral history/research intrigued
I’ve just tried Jools' adult group
Been regular participant of Bubble for many years now
Email
Internet to get creative
Internet. I chose to come to enhance my theatre skills
I work here. I enjoyed the previous projects I've done with Bubble.
Respondents were also asked about the reasons they chose to do this project. They gave the
following answers:
I like acting
To explore new theatre in order to write new plays. To find out more about the topicwork at the docks
I just like acting and helping to bring peoples experiences to life
Career change and creative/artistic interests
I live in Bermondsey and interested in learning more about history of the area and
Rotherhithe and Deptford
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To help me become an actor
To get acting experience in a production
Sounds interesting, fun
Curious, interested and get to know a bit more about the history. Accept the challenge
I am very interested in how Bubble works with theatre and the community
I like drama
I liked taking part in previous projects and wanted to take part again
Fun
Have done 3 intergenerational projects before, always enjoyed them
GCSE performing arts
Long term member
Theatre and live music production. Empathy and encouragement. Sound engineering
and recording teaching skills
It is relevant to me as my grandfather was a Docker
To maybe pursue an acting career and have auditions.
The diversity of responses and motivations is interesting. Whilst there are a lot of respondents
who are drawn by the theatre skills and experiences, other reasons include enjoyment, taking
part and an interest in or connection to local history. It is also interesting to note that some
participants became involved in one aspect of the project and then through this became
engaged in other aspects. For example one participant commented on this experience:
“I originally got involved as I am interested in oral history and the spoken word. So I was

conducting interviews and transcribing them. I did not plan to join the theatre group but it
just happened quite naturally and I was included in the sessions as well as the interviewing
process. I like the dynamic during the work-shopping process. Even though some of it was
out of my comfort zone it felt productive and interesting. “
The pie chart below shows responses from those who hadn’t been involved in a project similar
to this before. It reveals that there are a wide range of reasons for involvement with a roughly
equal weighting between them.
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Note: respondents were asked to tick the main things they hoped to get from the project and therefore
could select more than one.

When asked about what they got from the project, again answers were diverse. For example
one respondent wrote:
“I really enjoyed meeting the people when recording interviews and the process of
interviewing them. The work-shopping sessions have always been very inventive, inclusive
and well devised. Every week is different and the director and the Bubble team are very
insightful about playing to the strengths of each person in the group building bridges
through activities. The sessions encourage connections between the group via shared
decision-making and team work in improvisations or on the spot creative thinking. I enjoy
the warm up games which start each session, that really work well to learn each other's
names and break the ice. I like the way different aged people come together in the
sessions.”
However if we look at all of the responses collectively a number of themes emerge. These
include:







Theatre making
Interest in the history and the local area
Creativity
Intergenerational aspects and working with other people – “feeling part of a family”
Enjoyment and fun
Bubble’s practice and approach.

Some of the comments relating to being motivated by local history included:
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 I live in Bermondsey and interested in learning more about history of the area and
Rotherhithe and Deptford
 I have lived/worked in and around Bermondsey all my life, interested in the history and
evolution of the area.
 Curious, interested and get to know a bit more about the history.
 Get to know a little more about history.
The Bubble are collecting information from project participants on an ongoing basis. This is
designed to set a baseline (starting point) and then follow up initial questions at a mid point
and then at the end of the project. This will enable outcomes and impacts to be captured over
time on an individual and group basis. So far the baseline and mid-point ‘snapshot’
questionnaires have been completed with a small number of participants. Whilst numbers are
too small to warrant analysis at this stage there are a several suggestive shifts resulting from
participation. These are increases in knowing ‘lots of all kinds of people’, increased creativity
and also of feeling part of a community.
WHAT THE PROJECT HAS PRODUCED (written July 2013)
The project intended to create a number of tangible ‘products’ that would be available during
and beyond the project lifetime.
The following have all so far been achieved:
Interviews will be recorded on the recommended equipment. These will be backed up
on to hard drive, in two places.
The recorded interviews will be made available to The Museum of Docklands, and online
through the website making the oral histories accessible to future generations.
The website will be an continuing resource capable of not only presenting material
interactively but also receiving input from contributors online. It will contain maps,
documents, photographs and testimony (relevant interviews in both English and other
relevant languages) as well as a full description of the journey of the project. Please see
www.grandchildrenoftheblitz.com for a previous example.
Some of the gathered material will also be drawn together into an exhibition to
accompany presentations and performances.
The following two are currently being produced:
The learning will be consolidated within drama workshops which will be transformed
into an educational pack for use in schools. This is being written
We will approach the publishers of Blackbirds - Aurora Metro, to publish the script and
activities to be sold through Amazon etc. This is in negotiation.
There are rehearsals underway which will also result in a full public production which will be
performed 8 times thereby reaching even more people through the dramatisation of local
histories.
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ACHIEVEMENTS AND LEARNING
There is a strong sense (supported by the evidence base) that this project has made significant
progress in achieving what it set out to do. Where specific areas of the work haven’t yet been
fully realised (e.g. the teaching packs), there are clear and realistic plans in place to deliver. This
evaluation comes at a definable point within the project, however it should be noted that there
are subsequent planned phases and the outcomes resulting that cannot yet be assessed. For
example how will the educational packs be received and used and how will audiences respond
to the full scale production of the theatre piece that is evolving. Also for those participants that
continue to be involved with the project (or perhaps become so subsequently) we cannot yet
ascertain what their involvement will mean for them or what they might have gained.

The project to date has notably and successfully achieved the following in relation to its HLF
aims:
 Collecting, valuing and sharing the stories and experiences of those that lived and
worked in Surrey Docks and North Southwark
 Publishing and promoting the collected testimony digitally and in print
 Delivering a series of local events, formal and informal, that raise the profile of the
subject and further share the local history and engages people.
In doing this the Bubble has:
 Built on the learning, approach and model of working that was initially developed
through the GotB project
 Engaged both young people and adults volunteers throughout the process and in
different ways including: research, collecting oral histories, workshops, etc.
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All of the participants that the evaluator encountered at events, rehearsals, performances, and
at the Bubble were clearly engaged with and benefitting from the activities. For example the
workshop that focused on different types of work and on demonstrating these to others (e.g.
shoe-making and biscuit packing) involved a very apparent mix of people. It was clear from the
activities and feedback, that participants, (both those sharing their experiences of work and the
workshop participants) found the content interesting and at times very moving. The workshops
were also delivered in a way that encouraged all participants to relate this to their own work
experiences, for example physically.

Participants Voices: Blog Excerpts
http://www.londonbubble.org.uk/blog/from-docks-to-desktops-the-beginnings/

“Having spent several months experimenting with the theatrical possibilities of work, we are now doing the
job for real it seems. The script has arrived and, as first timer to London Bubble participation, I am
experiencing a full gear-shift in response to a looming performance date. Rehearsals are focused, fastpaced and with a fair amount of nervous energy in the room.”
“So what was it that we discovered? I suppose that is for the audience to decide when they see the show.
My overriding impression was a sense of spinning threads or unwinding long thick ropes that stretch into
the past. In fact, ropes have since become quite a prominent theme in recent rehearsals.”
“How do you put the smell of a leather factory in jar? That was one of the thoughts that ran through my
head as I listened to the list of smells required from the "Whiffs and Pongs" workshop. I had been asked to
create ten smells that would hopefully remind the workshop participants of bygone Bermondsey.”
The events, workshops and rehearsals have all offered opportunities for dialogue, exploration
and exchange between the experiences of life and work pre-war and in the present. However
there could be further work focused on those who have moved into the area and the
international connections that are now embedded in the local population. It is likely that the
work with schools will pick up on this aspect. Some of the work with young people has already
begun to do this, for example the visit to the refurbished Peek Freans biscuit factory which
houses a new generation of businesses.
In reflecting on the projects achievements and learning, staff recognised that although they had
worked to target and include specific groups of people (for example the local Vietnamese
community) this had proved more difficult than they had anticipated. There was also the view
that they would have liked to have engaged more young people who were new to the Bubble.
The following list summarises the key achievements of the project to date:
The Model
 The opportunity to further develop a model of working involving oral history, local
heritage and identity and brining this to life and making it relevant to younger
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generations: (e.g. ‘foraging process’ and ‘exploring co-creation’). Doing this through a
careful staged flexible development process.
Engagement and involvement: a better understanding of how and where people can be
involved and the balance between this and the intervention points of the artists /
professionals. Offering different opportunities for involvement and ways in which
individuals can choose and also move from one type of involvement to another. This is
underpinned by Bubble’s ethos which is one of welcome that embraces everyone that
they have contact with as part of a bigger Bubble ‘community’.
That the project was particularly successful in its intergenerational work. The various
phases of the project offered a range of opportunities and spaces for people of different
generations to interact, communicate and share. Importantly it found points of interest
and commonality that could be explored and shared. Because there was a range of
activities involved this also meant that the project was able to attract people of diverse
ages and respond to the needs and abilities of each.
There was real ownership of the work being created. This was engendered within the
whole process of gathering stories to producing events, performances and accessible
information. This is unusual and marks Bubble out in the sector.
Collecting stories: the project very successfully found and engaged with older people
and encouraged them to give their stories. However once it had done this it continued
to involved them in successive phases and value their responses and reflections.
Using these stories to develop a range of interactive and engaging materials (script,
performances, transcripts, workshops, on-line information and teaching pack). These
continue to attract interest and will offer a resource beyond the lifetime of the project.

The Approach
 That the project process has clear aims and targets but that within this there is room for
flexibility, adaptation, participant input and learning.
 That substantial numbers of people were involved or reached through the project.
Some targets were surpassed.
 Having a range of different activities and therefore different ways in which people can
get involved.
 Bubble’s welcoming ‘family’ approach and the strong participative ethos engendered in
their work.
 The importance of and value put on the process. That this should be enjoyable,
challenging, educational, exploratory and creative, and to the benefit of all of those
involved.
 A difficult balance achieved between professionalism and voluntary / amateur
involvement: a seriousness of purpose whilst retaining fun and enjoyment.
 Worked well – the workshop phase – sensory workshops and interviews, the scratch and
talking about it after
 The road shows – ownership, telling own stories, people’s relationship with the project,
sharing, new people coming in – tensions...
 Connection with the community – this involves relationship building over time and
building links with new organisations etc.
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There were aspects of the Docks to Desktops projects that didn’t deliver as planned or issues
that arose and should be noted for future learning. These include:
 The intended levels of involvement of new individuals and groups were perhaps over
ambitious. This meant that some of the targets were not fully reached (e.g. involving
new young people to the Bubble and new groups from ethnically diverse communities
locally)
 There are some deliverables that still remain to be completed. This is in part due to the
fact that timescales have had to change and be adapted. For example it was hoped that
the Arts Council would fund the next phases of the project immediately following on
from the HLF funding. However there has been an unanticipated gap.
 The script is not “quite right yet” and so requires further work. It would be good to find
a way to give more tasks to younger performers.
 Whilst the project has been particularly good at involving people there have at times
been difficulties in relation to the consistency of attendees. This can make developing
work (e.g. at rehearsals) more disjointed and problematic, however Bubble staff employ
methods to manage this, for example ‘parts’ can shift between participants.

CASE STUDY: Sylvie Honeyman, Interviewee for Docks to Desktops
http://www.londonbubble.org.uk/page/sylvie-s-story/

Sylvie is in her 70’s and has lived in the Rotherhithe and Bermondsey area all of her life. She has lived in
her home for the past 30 years and knows her neighbours well although newer people moving in tend to
keep to themselves more.
She first got involved with the Bubble through Claire. She already knew Claire through another local
organisation and it was Claire that came to her and asked her if she would be interviewed for the Docks to
Desktops project. She didn’t know a lot about the Bubble before this, she said that it is a bit out of the way
and thinks it doesn’t get enough attention.
She said she didn’t mind being interviewed and thought it would be a good thing to tell those who are
younger or newer to the area what it was like growing up and working around here. Sylvie used to work for
Peek Freans the biscuit manufacturers and her mother also worked there for 40 years. Sylvie said that they
employed about 2000 people and so you knew so many people locally, there was a real community. She
said that people don’t realise how many factories there were around here and how lives were so different.
Things have changed fast and not always for the better.
Sylvie said that getting involved with the project brought back lots of memories. But as well as this it was
about exchanging memories and learning about others experiences of working locally too. She mentioned
learning about the cigarette machine factory (Mollins) and also about shoe making by hand, which she was
amazed by the complexity of.
When asked what it was like to see her own story transformed along with other people’s stories into a
performance, she said that she got more from seeing it the second time. She feels proud of this and
particularly because it is also about her own and other people’s families too. Her dad and husband were
both Lightermen. She said the stories are “being recorded for posterity” and that “it’s a monument to our
people”. Sylvie mentioned that you can hear the interviews on the website and added that “you can tell I’m
from Bermondsey....”
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As well as being interviewed Sylvie has got involved in a number of workshops and attended several
performances too. She has enjoyed doing stalls at events where they have promoted the project and got
people involved, for example through the ‘smells’ jars. It has been good talking to people at these events
and there has been lots of enthusiasm, though she said that many of the people who are interested are
other older people.
She said that so far there has been nothing about the experience that she hasn’t enjoyed. She is looking
forward to seeing the full performance of the play in November. She would definitely recommend other
people getting involved and would explain what she had done and say that the Bubble needs more
volunteers and to give it a try. She also thinks that it’s a really good opportunity for people to get out and
mix with other people. She didn’t know anyone else involved in the project beforehand but it’s really friendly
when she sees them now.
Sylvie said that she loves that fact that the project has involved people of all ages and that she “would like
to see Bubble doing more shows and with younger ones in it too”

FINDINGS, RECOMMENDATIONS AND NEXT STAGES
The findings and recommendations following are drawn from participant feedback,
observations and staff interviews. The intention is that they respond to funding related themes
and help to inform and shape the further development of the work of the Bubble more widely.
The D2D project was undoubtedly ambitious, and involved a series of complex interlinked
phases. It also planned to involve significant numbers of people in these stages in different
ways. With hindsight there were some groups that the project didn’t engage with as much as it
had hoped to do. This suggests that there needs to be care at not setting targets too high,
particularly where new works and working with new people is involved. It should also be
recognised that there is value in involving those who are already connected to the Bubble in
some way alongside newcomers. This helps ensure different levels of skills and understanding
and supports the welcoming and sharing processes.
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The project planned to simultaneously focus on complex delivery and engaging new individuals,
groups and communities. This is, in itself a significant piece of work, particularly where
communities tend to be self contained. In looking at those who were new to the Bubble the
reasons for their initial engagement were often through recommendation and word of mouth.
This highlights the value of this and suggests that in the future it might be more effective to
identify ‘gatekeepers’ to or representatives of particular groups and communities and then
allow time to build relationships before embarking on a project. However it is noted that
working through a gatekeeper may have pro’s and con’s as they can conversely prevent or
impede connection to their groups. Another suggestion would be to work with specific groups /
communities in smaller projects before trying to bring them into larger scale projects.
However the Bubble has clearly developed an effective, interactive and engaging way of using
theatre to bring to life, explore and capture social and local histories and to connect these to
people’s lives today. Their model for doing this has been further developed through the D2D
project and is essentially participative and intergenerational. Because of the different phases or
aspects of the work it is able to engage different people in different ways and at different
points. The work and materials produced will continue to offer this opportunity beyond the
lifetime of the project. Given that this evaluation has taken place at a particular point within the
project it is recommended that further evaluation takes place at the end of the project,
focusing on the outcomes for participants, the responses of audiences and the learning for the
Bubble.
There are still a number of stages and deliverables to be completed and these raise new queries
and challenges including:
Diversity: building this work is there a way to extend its reach to new groups?
Promotional channels? Word of Mouth and recommendation are key. Identifying
gatekeepers for target groups.
Library and venues for the performances: securing these through partnership working.
How will the final piece be presented (promenade style?) and who are the intended
audiences?
Educational packs and accompanying workshops.
The next stages of the D2D project will undoubtedly build on the successes and learning of the
project so far. They are already in the pipeline and most importantly supported by the strong
commitment to and belief in the project that has already been evidenced by participants,
volunteers and staff. As one participant comments:
“Going forwards I am interested to see how the piece evolves and how the project delivers
back to the community. Seeing how Bubble manage their members and build community
relationships I have every faith they will end up with a positive outcome.”
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APPENDIX 3 – Audience Feedback on Performances (gathered anonymously
through Survey Monkey)
Question – What did you enjoy ?
The style of presentation and the fact there were local people of all ages performing
the energy of the cast
The way the real stories influence the narrative of the piece, and how the characters are then
brought to life.
a) The oral history element b) The innovative presentation c) The obvious enthusiasm of the
cast
The space, the performer enthusiasm, the making of the biscuits.
The ensemble scenes
The big age range of the performers
I really liked the insights into working life and the snapshots of local people's feelings and
memories.
The whole concept, the focus on history, the involvement of a cross section of the community,
the theatricality of it all.
The honesty of the performance. The fact that the performance was created by a community
coming together. Aesthetically, I loved the building of the environment (ie- the different
tarps, the use of the ladders, creating the river and buildings with the sand, chain, and biscuit
boxes)
We enjoyed many things in the production. It was the kind of world we grew up in.
I liked the fact that the performance was captioned as I've never seen that before. The overall
feel was very unique and interesting.
Excellent venue, quirky show, great costumes....amazing biscuits. Nice to find out the story of
your own area.
I enjoyed the show overall and would not pick out any single instance as being better than any
other
I liked the idea of recreating revealingly new local history through other local people.
script identified with the local area
That so many people of all ages were involved and it was interesting to hear the history of the
area. I had links to the area when I was younger
The mixed cast and learning more about the history of Bermondsey.
I enjoyed all of it
Knowing that the stories were real
The acting, the multi-generational cast, the story itself, the theatrical rendering of the story
and the ambience
intergenerational company
Well performed with some interesting local history
the use of diffecernt interviews and the age range of performers.
Incorporating the elderly as part of the cast.
I enjoyed hearing about the Docks history
Mixture of ages and the way it moved from one scene to another.
Avoided "messages", just told the story
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The presentation of the material - simple but effective, it managed to create a sense of what
life really was like with no stage effects simply words and movement
all above
Location and use of local people in show. The part about loss of jobs in docks and subsequent
yuppiedom was enjoyable.
I most enjoyed the skilled and fast-paced direction.
I liked the energy of the cast. It was great to see such a mixture of ages within the cast.
I found it really moving, I loved the verbatim nature of the script, the ums and the ahs of
people who had been truly transcribed
the mix of ages and ethnicity; it is rare to see this in theatre
I loved the characters and the way the stories were woven together. Visually it was lovely
especially the scene in the biscuit factory, the secretaries and the dock tableau.
I'm guessing there is not enough space to say why I loved this production. It was beautiful in
it's conception. So brilliant how you took real interviews and weaved them together to make
such a compelling piece of theatre. I loved loads....the staging, the choreography, the
simplicity (although technically difficult) the imaginary....And I believed everyone on that
stage....I felt privileged to hear the words. I laughed, I cried and I couldn't sleep when I got
home. Well done.
The richness of it all! I found it incredibly moving, the way that people's words were blended
with really creative movement and the mix of generations. It's hard to put my finger on one
thing in particular...the setting was also perfect.
The ease of the transisitions between roles and settings
The performances, the writing.
liked the stories and the mixture of photos, voiceovers,acting
It conveyed the personal recollections of a wide range of people
Flow of the story/documentary; choice of scenes; sound and action sequences
Work and changes to working life not generally featured in theatrical shows
Variety and that it representated real life experiences.
different age groups - subject matter
Primary source evidence of life in the area
Performances fantastic content really interesting staging interesting, esp boot sewing scene
All of it! The short 'clips' of acting were great, as it allowed you to learn what it was like for
different people and captured your attention. The words displayed were very helpful!
The history learned and the use of different generations.
The personal history which was given by 'real' people - some of whom we met at the
production.
The non linearity of the story telling especially the cordwainer (and the biscuit at the end!)
Multiple scenarios, honest personal accounts and local participation
Historical aspect
Quality production even though not by professionals. A range of stories. Different
backgrounds and ages of the actors. Imaginative props.
I enjoyed the mix of ages involved in the show because to me it celebrated the accessibility of
theatre. I also enjoy the story about 'diesel' because I found it had theatrical clarity as to what
it would do as a piece of theatre to its audience.
The venue. The staging. Hearing the stories of people in their own words
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The liveliness and variety of the drama - always something different to watch. The depiction of
the jobs - very convincing. The local characters - realistic.
The truthfulness of it. There was no real narrative or characters but there was a truth that
made it very moving
The anecdotes. They brought the past to life
exploring the idea of living history
Captions very helpful. Entertaining and amusing history lesson
Really interesting stories effectively told
It was very moving towards the end. There was a good energy to the whole performance. The
biscuit ladies cooking in the other room added something special too.
depicted the reallty of the area during the era the play covered
The accounted stories, & how these progressed through the times & how this has developed
& changed. Some good, others not so
The insight into life in the Bermondsey area at that time
Local historical links, delicious biscuits!
real people participating
watching them make biscuits which we later ate
I enjoyed the concept of oral history and most of the way it was staged.
It was so creative/effective on telling the stories - so simple with costumes/props but still very
powerful
Local people getting on stage and acting
The verbral history because the way it was done.
It was nicely choreographed & directed. Subtitles appreciated as it would have been difficult
to hear in poor acoustic. Great to see local people involved. lovely biscuits!
Fantastic age range and good feel factor. Interesting story lines. Diversity in performers and
audience
I was interested to hear authentic voices and learn about the lives of ordinary people. It was
striking to realise how much employment has changed.
The different range of ages involved in the production and the biscuits at the end. Their smell
when the actors were talking about their work at the biscuit factory was a really nice touch!
i liked the warmth of the performances and the way movement was used to portray the
scenes. i liked the audio very much and the design was great.
The clever use of the actors
I loved the whole show, I marvelled at how professional all the cast were, from young to old.
It was a very good show and it covered many parts of life, which was very true to life.
Brought back lots of memories
Because of youth participation

Question - What do you think is special (if anything) about theatre productions
that bring together different generations?
it is very unusual!
It breaks down age boundaries, young people can learn first hand from the
stories/experiences of older people. It ensures work is rooted in local communities and is
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meaningful.
Excellent.
It gets away from worship if youth and beauty
It is very original and lovely to watch all the different generations acting together.
Very important to the well being of the community.
I was beautiful to see people of different generations coming together to create something, to
share stories, to listen to each other. I think that there is little dialogue across generations,
especially outside of a family. I think that theatre, because of its collaborative potential, is
uniquely positioned to start this dialogue in a lasting and meaningful way.
Mixed cast and audience.
It teaches people tolerance and acceptance and being able to relate to each other.
They are valuable and wonderful, There are not many activities that different generations can
share.
I think it is special because there are not a lot of opportunities for different generations to
mix. It is lovely to see e ergo e getting to know each other.
awareness that everyone has something to contribute - breaks down stereo types
Bubbles work with the community is always inclusive and promotes understating across the
generations and maintains the communication locally across generations
It is essential to bring the community together in this way and show that different generations
can work together to create something, to listen to each other.
Young people and older people working together on difficult and demanding work. All the
communications in between just as important for them.
I think it was great, and I can only imagine what a nice experience it must have been for the
cast
Depends how well it is done - this was a good example.
It's different, people get to learn new things, minds become opened, people get on better in
general. Different perspectives
There is an exchange of knowledge that happens and an empowerment to show that the
elderly is still very much present and crucial to our upbringing, that allowed us to be where we
are today.
I am full of admiration for them
Don't know but it is lovely.
Very important - social continuity
I think it's important for both audiences and performances to appreciate the value in all ages
and productions like this provide such an opportunity - particularly for the older generation
Giving the lie to the current climate for assuming the mix can't work.
Variety of voice and characters adds interest.
It represents a cross-section of society and brings people together who may not normally
work/socialise together.
That was the part that I enjoyed most, the age range must have been 12 - 80, and everyone
played their part.
the intergenerational work on a show like this was extremely powerful part of the narrative,
but it is also an incredible learning tool from the bottom up and the top down
hard to put one's finger on this - but it certainly encourages an audience of mixed ages
just brilliant variety
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I would need many more pages. But anything that allows the community to voice their
opinions. They don't even need to know it is a dramatic production.
It is just very unusual to see such a mix of ages and it is lovely to see.
It creates a sense of community and enables the audience to find a connection with the
performance
I think this is special as people spend so much time segregated into their own age groups.
inclusivity,fostering understanding ( especially as so many young people think older folk are
stupid/irrelevant/not interesting)
Just that. Very little these days brings generations together. Most consumer marketing
artifficially yet successfully divides its procducts and services along age lines even more than
income and class. (You do it yourself by enquiring of the age of the writer/viewer of this
show's performance)
Most important. Different generations need to learn from each other and not be isolated.
It gives insight to everyone involved and crosses 'borders'.
connecting with different generations is always a good thing
They are a great way of getting different generations to value each other
well, there was a noticeably wide range of ages in the audience of your show. not sure I can
add anything else.
Giving older people 'a voice' was amazing- really enjoyed listening to them!
Making those links is important.
There are few organisations that bring different generations together in such a way. It always
amazes me how London Bubble brings out the best in all the actors.
Encourages young people to attend theatre
More involved and enjoyable
Good to see different age groups working on a shared project
Breaks down barriers, reminds us that we all live together in the same places and spaces, and
that the patterns of past lives are not so different from now!
It makes me realise that life only stops when you pass away but until that moment comes, it
doesn't matter how old you are enjoy yourself and with whoever is around you.
The chance for people of different ages to interact, to learn from each other, to break down
barriers.
I think it really strengthens community cohesion and helps prevent old or young feeling
exluded.
build community and relationships. Creates a very interesting production. Attracts a varied
audience.
Think it is special as age is no barrier in productions of this type
True community theatre - well done Bubble
It gives the old and the young an opportunity to enjoy something together
Interesting to see different age groups working together
It makes the production more representative if the community.
young people gain lots of knowledge from the older generations
Brings along other likeminded people to enjoy & experience new cultures, & learn, hear about
things you would not have ever known about. We can always learn much more than we think
from a wider generation
It must give satisfaction to the older members to think their memories are valued and will be
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passed on when they die. Younger members will have first hand contact with people who
experienced life at that time.
Promotes intergenerational understanding, however the challenge is to involve those young
people who may have been in trouble with the authorities but would not even consider taking
part in a theatre production.
It enables a wider range of people to relate to the performance
you can have a wider audience - include all the family
it is a way for disparate groups to come together who do not normally have much contact
with each other
That was very striking with the performance that all ages were involved - I'm all learn
something from each other
Gets young people to learn respect for the older generation
its a good ideal
Expanding association with all age groups can only be beneficial & improve interrelationships.
De stigmatising ageist attitudes on both sides
It was great to see all different ages participating and left the audience contemplating the
difficulties and rewards that this brings to the production.
it is so rare to see different generations together in one project. it's very moving, especially as
this is a piece reflecting on people's lives that are reaching their end.
Anything that brings the generations together is good. Also, the older people's memories
shared with children who do not necessarily see their older family members often
It is the first time I have experienced anything like this, just from meeting 2 people at a charity
event in a Church hall opposite the War Museum
Generations coming together and learning together, and having fun
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APPENDIX 5: Connections Made
During the gathering process of From Docks to Desktops we connected with 23
organisations and community groups; 17 of these were new to Bubble, 78%.
From Docks to Desktops built on connections made during our 2010- 2011 oral history
project Grand Children of the Blitz. We continued to work with;
Time and Talents
Age UK Southwark
Deptford Action Group for the Elderly
Southwark History & Archives Library
Rotherhithe and Bermondsey Local History Society
We made new connections with;
Astley Cooper Tenants and Residents Association
Deptford Methodist Church
Friends of Southwark Park
Southwark Black Elders Group
Links Community Centre
Blue Anchor Book Group
Salmon Youth Centre
Deptford Lounge
Pembroke House
London Docklands Museum
Alzheimers Living Well Cafe
Unite the union
Southwark Turkish and Cypriot Society
Friends of Burgess Park
Sands Studio
The project made a conscious decision to engage elders who were isolated in their
homes. We worked with Time and Talents Befriending project visiting elders in their
homes making initial contact and telling them about the project; Hazel Dixon and Ada
Newman told us their stories.
We also worked with Alzheimers Living Well Cafe talking to people with Alzheimers and
their carers; Joan &Bert Drane and June and Doug Wainwright told us their stories.
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